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HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINIX:WS 

/00. 'l'IW 11:J\ 1: WINDCM. East end of Church. 

The divine hand symbolising the first person and in the quatrefoils 
0 and 29 the Lamb of God and the Holy Spirit completing the Holy Trinity 

wlom the church is dedicated. 

I' ls 2 am 5. A che:ub's head with white halo with wings behind and before. 

I' 1 ls 3 an::l 4. An cIDJel with white and gold gown, white halo and green wings, 
holing incense burners. Red background (both angels look inwards). 

J nel 6. Letter 'A' superimposed on a blue wreath, background of sun's rays 
11 on a red ground. 

nel 7. A cherub faces inwards with crossed wings behind and in front with 
golden halo, on a blue ground with a star on LH of lower wings. 

anels 8 and 9. Gold star on a red ground. 

el 10. 

Panel 11. 

As for panel 7 but star at RH of lower wings. 

As for panel 6 but with letter Q .

Panels 12 and 17. A leaf design on a red ground. 

Panels 13 and 16. A cherub with gold halo facing inwards with crossed wings 
on a blue ground with one star at top and bottom between the wings. 

Panels 14 and 15. A cherub as above with a single gold star between the top 
wings (on panel 15 the blue ground is broken). 

Panel 18. On a leaf design is a scroll with the words :- DOMINI ANNO (black 
on white caps and lower case). 

Panel 28. Similar to panel 18 but the scroll is inscribed:- MDCCCL. 

, anel 20. Iamb stands with a standard on a staff, stai.dard is white with a gold 
c oss, represents Agnus Dei with banner of victory. Background is a gold sun 

d rays all on a red ground. 

1 29. As for panel 20 but a dove with outstretched wings superimposed on 
uns rays all on a red ground. 

ls 21 and 26. A gold star on a red ground. 

ls 22 and 25. Cherub with gold halo with wings top and bottom of panel 
inwards. On a blue ground with gold stars top and bottom between the 

wings. 

Panels 23 and 24. An angel hands clasped in prayer with white wings facing 
inwards. On a red ground with a gold star top and bottom. 

cont .... / 



700 .... /cont. 

Panels 30 and 41. A gold star on a blue ground. 

Panels 31 and 34. A cherub's head with gold halo wings top and bottom m a blue 
ground with one gold star at bottom. 

Panels 32 and 33. As for panel 31 but two stars at bottom. 

Panels 35 and 36. A gold star on a blue ground. 

Panels 37 and 40. As for panels 31 and 34. 

Panels 38 and 39. As for panels 32 and 33. 

Panels 42 and 49. A single red rose carried on a gold stern on a blue ground. 

Panels 43, 44, 47 and 48. A gold star on a red ground. 

Panels 45 and 46. As for panel 42. 

Panel 50. Letters I H C in white within a blue circle. Behind are gold suns 
ray s all on a red ground (IHC are the first letters cf Greek spelling of Jesus). 

Panel 60. As for panel 50 except letters are X p (chi rho are the first two 
letters of the Greek word for Christ). 

Panels 61, 62, 63 and 64. A cherub 's head with crossed wings top and bottom 
a gold star between the top wings on a red ground. 

Panels 51, 54, 56 and 59. Are figures representing the 8 orders of angels. 
All 8 panels have a cra,m on top of the cpening and a star in the bottom comer. 

Panel 51. An ar.gel in si 1 ver armour on a blue ground holds a palm 1 eaf in the 
right hand and a staff with banner with a gold cross in the left hand. The 
angel has gold wings and a white halo. Above the head is a ribbon on which is 
inscribed:- Holy. At the l:ase is a ribbon on which is inscribed:- principal 
( this ribron cmtinues across al 1 4 panels). There is a blue grotnd with a gold 
star by the right leg. 

Panel 52. An angel in green robes and a pale green cloak, a white halo with 
a cross over the head and gold wings. There is a _gold star by the left leg. 
On a ribbon above the head is the word Holy and on the ribbon below the feet is 
the word ANGELS. 

Panel 53. An angel wearing Roman armour with a red skirt wears a gold crown 
with a white halo and pink wings. Above on a ribbon is tre word HOLY and below 
the figure is the word THRONES. '!he background is generally blue with the view 
of a distant building. 

cont .... / 
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700 ..... /cont. 

Panel 54. An angel with crossed blue wings top and bottom. A blue gown and 
white halo, background is generally red. Acrcss the chest is a ribbon with the 
words HOLY HOLY HOLY. The figure is baref coted and stands on a wheel . On a 
ribbcn at the base is the word CHERUBIM. On either side of the upper wings is 
a gold star. 

Panel 57. An angel wears armour with a red cloak. Behirrl the legs is a green 
dragm. 'Ihe angel has green wings and a white halo. In the right hand holds 
pince:-s an:l in the 1 ef t hand a sceptre. 01 a ribbon cbove the heai is inscril:ed 
LORD and below on a ribbon is the word PCMERS. There is a blue background. 

Panel 58. An angel in armrur has a tunic of gold feathers, the right hc(ld holds 
a crown and tJ:e 1 eft harrl a spear. There are green wings. On the riblnn above 
the head is the word GOD OF and on the ribbon below the feet VIRTUES. There 
is a gold star by the right leg and a blue background. 

Panel 59. An angel with a crown over a white halo wears a blue gown and has 
blue/green wings. The right hand holds a sword and the left hand a sceptre. 
There is a star m the side af each 1 eg. The ribbon over the head has the word 
HOSTS and the ribbon below the feet has the word DCMINATUS. 

Panel 65. This panel depicts Ezekiel and Daniel. A seated figure in a blue 
gown and re::l cloak, red background. Left hand holds a dis:: with a golden lion. 
Behind is a man in a brown cloak and a white gown holding a plaque on which is 
shown a castle with a closed gate. Behind are two angels left hand with blue 
wings and the rigi.t han:l with green wings. Beside the angels are two stars at 
LH and RH and in the apex is one star on a red ground. 

Panel 72. Ruth and Darid. King David kneels at la,,rer LH in a brown robe with 
fur cnllar and cc:pe wearing a gold crown, he holds a lyre. Behind David, Ruth 
stands in a white gown and blue cloak holding a sheaf of com, on her head a 
purple clcth an:l bh.e halo. Behind tl:e figures are two angels, the LH me wears 
a blue gown and white halo and blue wings and kneels in an attitude of prayer. 
The RH ar.gel has a white halo, blue wir:gs an:l green cl oak and hands outstretched. 
Above the LH angel is a gold star on a red ground. 

Panel 79. Part of the Last Supper. (this includes panels 79-84) 
At the bottom is inscribed (black on white)+ Whoso eateth. Above is seated 
one of the disciples on a stool at the end of the table with his hands resting 
on the table. He is l:earded with a green halo and wears a blue gown with a red 
and blue cape. Behind him a curtain is draped over a three panelled window. 
In the left hand panel a gold star is set against a blue sky, the second panel 
has a single star. In the third panel, five stars against a blue sky below 
which is a castle and church set on a green foreground. 

Panel 66. Isiah and �remiah. In the fcreground is a seated fig.ire in a white 
gown with red cloak, he has a brown headdress with a blue halo. In his right 
hand he holds a staff divided into brown and white bands , his left hand is out
stretched. Berund is a figure holding a disc on which is represented the Agnus 
Dei with the l:anner of victory. He wears a green gown with a wine coloured head 
covering with a white halo. 

cont .... / 



700 ..... cont/. 

Behind are three angels. On the left hand is an angel with hands clasped in 
prayer wearing a gold gown with green wings and white halo. The centre angel 
has a white halo with gold wings and a pale green gown. The right hand angel 
with arms rutstretched has a white halo with maroon wings and a blue gown. In 
the apex at tl'E left harrl is a gold star arrl at' the rig1t hand a cluster of three 
stars in the left hand lnttom come:- of the panel is a gold star arrl in the rig1t 
hand comer three stars. 

Panel 73. Moses and Miriam. At the bottom of the pcnel at each side is a gold 
star on a blue ground. Miriam is seated v.earing a white gown with a green clcak 
and a beaded head-dress, her right hand is outstretched and her left hand holds 
a tambourine. Behind Miriam on the right hand side of the panel stands Moses 
who wears a red gown and purple cloak, he has a full beard and holds a tablet 
inscribed :- I II III IV (on lli of tablet) V VI VII VIII IX X (on the RH of the 
tablet). He has a red halo. Behind stands three angels, the one on the left 
has a white halo, red wings and a brown cloak with arms crossed. The centre 
angel has white halo with blue wings and a white gown with hands clasped in 
pr ayer. The right hand angel has a white halo and brown wings and a green 
cloak A gold star on a blue ground is above the head of the right hand angel. 

Panel 80. At the bottom is inscribed:- my flesh. Seated on a stool on a 
ch�red floor is a disciple wearing a red cloak and with a blue halo. On the 
far si.de of the table sit two disciples, the one on the left has a red halo and 
wears a red cloak, the one on the right has a red halo and brown cloak, his 
hands crosred over his chest. On the table are gold plates for each. A three 
panel window is at the rear through which can be seen a fruit tree bearing red 
fruit above the tree in the centre panel is a gold star and in the right hand 
panel a cluster of three gold stars. 

Panel 67. St Gabriel with the Lilly. St Gabriel holds a scroll with AVIA 
MARIA. . . . . . . . . . inscril::ecl. The archangel has a green halo and blue/brown wings 
and stands in a white gcwn, brown tunic and blue/green cloak holdirg in the rig1t 
hand a scro 11 with the above words black on white. Above her head are three 
rays of sun interspaced with three stars on a blue ground. At the bottom left 
hand are three suns rays and these are part of the scene in panel 68. 

Panel 74. A kneeling child looks to the right hand, behind a woman and a man 
kneel loo king upwards towards the right. Behind stand three angels playing 
instruments. The child has a blt.e halo and wears a white ga.m, at the left hcnd 
the woman has a purple halo, golden hair and wears P green gown, her arms are 
outstretched. On her left hand the man has a green halo and a red cloak, his 
hands are clasped. The left hand angel with white halo, blue wings and gold 
gown a violin. The centre angel has a white halo, brown/gold wings and plays 
a lyre. The third ang:l has a white halo, green wings and a blue gown and holds 
a triangle, above his head is a gold star on a blue ground. 

Panel 81. At the bottom is inscribed :- dri11YJeth my blood. In the foreground 
a disciple is seated on a green bench before the table his left hand rests on 
the table, he has a blue halo and wears a white gown with a red cloak. 

cont .... / 



700 ..... /cont. 

On the far side of the table a disciple sits in an attitude of prayer, he has 
a red halo and weirs a blue g:iwn. At the rear is a three panelled window with 
a blue back ground and a curtain rod goes across all panels, at LH there are 
three stars. In the centre panel a brown curtain is draped and two stars can 
be seen. In the RH panel there is one star below the rod and two above. 

Panel 68. Our Lord as King seated on the great white throne with rainbow and 
his feet on the earth as a footstool. '!he Lord is dressed in a decorated gold/ 
red g:iwn, in his left hand a cross and Olh of Sovereignty, his right hand raised 
in judgement. He wears a crown and has a blue nimbus with white arms. 

Panel 75. St. Michael victorious over the dragon. 
At the base of the panel the fallen dragon in red and gold lies at the feet of 
St. Michael, in his right hand he holds a blue sword point down. St. Michael 
wears body armour in brown with a write tunic, in his left hand he holds a white 
shield with a red cross. He is bareheaded with green wings and barind him har.gs 
a blue scabbard supported by a blue waistbelt. 

Panel 82. At the bottom is inscribed :- hath eternal life. Jesus sits at the 
table, the trestle supports are seen below the table cloth also the base of the 
chair. On the table before Jesus is a gold chalice and a gold plate. Jesus 
is dressed in a blue gown and in each hand holds half a 1 oaf. over his head 
is a blue nimbus with white arms and in the background a decorated drape with 
red/gold design. 

Panel 69. St. Raphael with the fish is depicted. 
St. Raphael is seated ma white/maroon gown with a blue/green cloak and a blue 
halo. The left hand holds a staff and the right hand a fish, his wings are 
multi-coloured blue/green. Above is a continuation of the arc of the rainbow 
over which are suns rays on a blue ground, between each ray is a star. 

Panel 76. Depicts two saints and behind them three angels. 
The saints kneel in the foreground the right hand figure is funale wearir.g a blue 
gown and gold cloak and has long gold tresses and a red halo, her arms out -
stretched towards the Lord (parel 68). The left hand figure kneels on me knee, 
wears a gold cloak, has a gold halo and his right arm is outstretched. In the 
background are three angels, tre right hmd figure has a white halo andgold wings 
and wears a green gown and carries cymbals. Then� is a blue background with 
three gold stars near the left elbow. The middle figure has a white halo and 
blue wings and wears a write gown and plays a 1 yre. 'fue 1 eft f igu::-e has a white 
halo, gold wings and wears a blue gown and plays a violin, above his head on a 
blue ground is a single star. 

Panel 83. At tre bottom is inscribed :- and I will (I in gold on white others 
black on white). 
A disciple sits on a green stool wearing a gold/white cloak md in his r:ight hand 
a bag(presumably of money) he has a purple halo and on the table are two gold 
pl ates. Ch the far side of the table on the right hand side of the panel sits 
a disciple with a red halo and a blue/white gown, his left hand outstretched. 

cont .... / 



700 ...... cont/. 

At the left side of the panel sits a disciple with a green halo and a red gown, 
his hand on his head. Above his head on a blue ground are two star-s, one white, 
one gold and in the centre of the panel is draped a brown curtain from a rod. 
Above the curtain on a blue ground is the to� of a fruit tree with three stars 
above on a blue ground. 

Panel 70. St. Luke and St. John. There are fi. ve figures two in the foreground 
three standing in the rear. In the foreground, at the right hand is seated a 
figure with a blue halo wearing a maroon cloak with a diamond pattern holding 
in both hands a chalice with a serpent. Behind is seated a figure in a green 
cloak holding in his right hcnd a quill pen and by his left knee is the head of 
an ac. Behind are three argels, the right hand one hcS a white halo, blue wir.gs 
and gold cloak. In the centre an angel with white halo, gold wings and white 
gown and at the left harrl an angel with white halo, green wir.gs and a brcwn cloak 
with hands clasped in prayer. The general background is blue. 

Panel 77. Depicts St. Oswald and St. Catherine. 
St. Catherine in the fcregromd sits in a chariot with a spiked wheel. In her 
left hand she holds a wand with a cross and in her right hand a palm leaf, she 
wears a red cloak and on her head is a gold crown and red halo. To the right 
of her head on a blue ground are three gold stars. On her right hand stands 
St. Oswald his right hand holds a wand with a cross, he wears a blue gown and 
on his head a white and gold cap with a blue halo. Above are three angels. 
The right hand angel has a white halo, gold wings and a blue gown with hands 
clasP=(i, by the left elbow a gold star on a blue ground. The centre angel has 
a white halo, pale blue wings and a gold gown with hands on chest. The left 
hand angel has a white halo, red wings and green gown with hands outstretched. 
Above on a blue ground are two stars. 

Panel 84. At the bottom of the panel is inscribed:- raise him up at. 
The nearer disciple seated wears a blue gown with green cloak and a red halo. 
His left hand is outstretched below which on the table is a gold plate. He 
looks to his left rand, he hcS an oran� halo and ma.ram cloci{ and his right hand 
is rutstretched. Above and behind is a window through which is seen a tree with 
fruit on against a blue grourrl with a gold star. At the right hand side of the 
window can be seen part of a castle over which are two stars, one gold and one 
white. 

Panel 71. Depicts Matthew and Mark. 
St.Mark is seated at the right hand in a white gown ·with a green cloak and red 
halo. In his left hand he holds a book and in his right hand a quilled pen. 
Behir:d St. Matthew stands in a blue gown clasping a coffer in both hands. Above 
are two angels the one at right hand has a white halo, green wings and a blue 
gown with rands outstretched against a red bac]iJround. Tre 1 ef t hand angel has 
a white halo, blue wings and a pale green gown with hands clasped in prayer. 
Above the read is a gold star with another star in the centre of the background. 

Panel 72. Depicts St. Augustine and St. Ethelrida. 
In the foreground St. Augustine is seated wearing a blue cloak and with a blue 
halo, he holds a book in both hands on tre cover of vhich is the figure of Jesus 
giving a blessing and holding an orb. Behind stands St Ethelrida holding a 
Bishop's crook arrl wearing a blue g:,wn with a runs head dress with a gold crown. 

cont .... / 
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Panel 85. At the bottom is inscribed:- the last day+ (black on white). 
Seate:l at the end of tre table on a chair is � disciple in a red gown with gold 
patta:n am. a red cloak, he has a red halo. His left hand rests m a chair ann, 
his right hand is outstretched. Above and behind is a window across which is 
a curtain rod in the centre section a curtain hangs tied back to one side. At 
the right hand of the window can be seen part of a green tree, at the left hand 
a fruit tree with part of a castle behind (cont from previous panel). On the 
right hand in the blue sky are three stars and at the left hand four gold stars 
and above the curtain rod are five stars. 

2. -

3. Post 1918.

4. 1200cm x 725cm.

1 /6. CLAYTON AND BELL. 

7. -

Holy Trinity Church Records. 
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749. 

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. 

Panels 1, 2 and 3. Trefoils, white etched glass with decorat 
around. Blue rose in the centre. 

Panels 4 and 5. Quatrefoil as above. No 4 is broken. 

Panels 6 arrl 8. White etcha:i background with decorated gold bord 
Two shields, one at the top of the panel and one at the bottom (fo l I 
the shields see separate picture). In the centre between the sh 
medallion which depicts a gold sun on a blue ground. 

VII'.. 'I' V, 

Note : On the plain etched l:::ackground there is a chequered design o 1 t I ll I 
roses and crossed spears in gold, this applies to Panels 6, 7 and 8. 

Panel 7. As for Panel 6 and 8 except that there is no centre medall 
the centre there is a medieval scene of men standing in a market pl 
a city wal 1. This depicts I..ot being warned to escape from Sodom. Ai 
of the panel in place of a coat of arms as in the other two panels h 
gold boat on a blue sea in which there are shown two fishes. Thr 
stand in the boat all with halos. The left hand figure holds a lan 
centre figure has a three rayed nimbus and is presurrably Jesus. 
shield is enclosed by the Order of the Garter. 

3. -

4. 210cm - 160cm.

5. -

6. -

7. -

8. -

9. -

10. Holy Trinity Church Records.

11. -



DETAILS OF ARMS IN WINDOW 749 

LION RAMPANT 3 DOUBLE-HEADED 

AZURE ON GULES EAGLES ON WHITE 

3 FISHES ETQ-IED IN 

BlACK ON ARGENT 

3 FISHES ETQ-IED IN 

ARGENT ON GULES 

QQQ 

LION RAMPANT 
AZURE ON GULES 

STRIP 

PANEL 6 PANEL 6 
3 BAUS (ARGENl) 

ARGENT CROSS (GULES) 

WITH5STARS 

PANEL 7 

ENCIRCLED 

BY GARTER 

ARGENT 

KINGSTON 

UPON HULL 

ARMS 

ODD PIECE 

OF' OLD 

GLASS 

PANEL 8 PANEL 8 



750. 

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINI:la'1 

THE CLERGY VESTRY. 

Panels 1, and 3. 
rose. 

Trefoil with white ground and gold border with central blu 

Panel 2. As above but with red rose. 

Panels 4 and 7. As above with red roses. 

Panels 5 arrl 6. Quatrefoil white ground with gold border and central red rose 
with a gold crown above with at left and right a gold leaf and below two gold 
leaves. 'Ihe left hand rose has a gold centre with the letter D, the right hand 
rose has a gold centre with no letter. 

Panels 8 and 10. A white ground with blue horde:- with gold leaves at intervals. 
The border does not run across the bottom. The white ground has an overall 
diamond pattern with a gold design in each diamond. There are two circular 
medallions with a red outer ring with a gold leaf and white ribbon entwined 
central design. 

Panel 9. A white ground with diamond pattern as before. There is a blu 
border on the upper part of the panel only, below this border is pink (probably 
repaired at some time). The two medallions are as for Panels 8 and 10. 

3. Some glass is Pre Comnonwealth.

4. 210cm - 160cm.

5. -

6. -

7. -

8. -

9. -

10. Holy Trinity Church Records.

11. -



HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WI 

751. THE CLERGY VES 

Panels 1 and 3. As for window 750 except that the roses are red. 

Panel 2. As for window 750 except the rose is blue. 

Panels 4 and 7. 

Panels 5 and 6. 

As for window 750 except that the roses are blue. 

As for window 750 except that the roses are white. 

Panels 8 arrl 10. As for win:iow 7 :0 except that the border is red and not blue. 
The two merlallims have blue outer rings with a central design of a gold leafy 
pattern on which is superirrposed a white star of David. 

Panel 9. As above except that the upper medal lion is 
circular medallion with a border on which is engraved : 
centre depicts a scene where a figure sits on a throne 
before which stands a group of men together with a girl. 

replaced by a large 
ANNO S 1609. The 

-w-

This depicts Solomon pronouncing judgement on the two claimants for the child. 

3. 1609.

4. 210cm - 160cm.

5. -

6. -

7. -

8. -

9. -

10. Holy Trinity Church Records.

11. -
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HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINIXMS 

705. THE LILLE WINDCM. S.CHOIR AISLE

This window is comprised entirely of stained glass with no areas of clear 
glazing. 

Small top panels. 
1, 2 and 3. An angel, each inscribed: HOLY. 
5. An angel inscribed: LORD GOD.
8. An angel inscribed: OF HOSTS.
3, 6 and 7. Geometrical pattern with central star. 
11. Geometrical pattern.
9. An angel inscribed: HEAVEN on a sash.
10. An angel inscribed: AND EARTH. (half the H is missing)
12. An angel inscribed: ARE FULL OF.
13. An angel inscribed: THY GLORY.
14, 15, 17 and 19. Geometrical pattern. 
15 and 18. Angel in each. 

The four main panels. 
20. A heading GLORY EE abwe an angel Gal:riel with ra:i wings dressed in a white
surplice with a green sash and wearing sandals. At the bottom of the pane is
an inscription as follcws:- '10 THE GLORY OF GOD AND/HID FOR THE SAFE RETURN/THIS
WINDCM IS GIVEN. (lower case except for To Glory and God both G's in gold)

21 . A heading TO THEE over an angel Michael with blue wings dressed in a 
knights armour and holding a sword held with point uppermost. At the bottom 
of the panel is an inscription as follows :- AS A JOYFUL THANKSGIVING/OF DAVID 
KEYS MOORE/BY HIS BROTHER AND. (lower case except By and Brother and David Keys 
Moore in gold.) 

22. A hea:iing O LORD over an angel Oriel with green wings in a cream robe and
holding a scroll depicting tre sun and rays. On the feet are sandals. At the
bottom of the pane is an inscription as follows:- FOR THE DELIVERANCE OF
LILLE/BRITISH CHAPLIN 1N THAT CITY/SISTER JAMES WILLIAM AND. (lower case except
Lille British Chaplin City Sister James William J and W in gold).

23. A heading MOST HIGH (all in lower case) over an angel Raphael with blue 
wings in a cream robe and holding a staff and wearing sandals. At the bottom 
of the pane is an inscription as follows:- from German occupation/August 1914 
to October 1918/catherine Lofthouse. (upper case as indicated with C and L in 
gold). Following the word Lofthouse are two small flowers in pots to the end 
of the line. 

60cm - 360cm. 

D signed and painted by Miss Hutchinson, niece of the Rev. D. K. Moore. 

, . -

I. l) v d Keys Moore and catherine Lofthouse, circa 1920.

I • n ly Trinity Church records. 



HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINDCWS 

'/ 07 . THE LEETHAM WINrx=w. S.CHOIR AISLE

This window is COOl?rised entirely of stained glass with no areas of clear 
glazing. 

small top panel. 
1 to 8 and 11. Leaf patterns. 
9. An angel kneeling at prayer with starry sky.

10. An angel kneeling at prayer with starry sky.
12. An angel kneeling at prayer with starry sky.
13. An angel kneeling at prayer with starry sky.
14, 16, 17 and 19. Pattern with star.
15 and 18. Leaf pattern.

The four main panels. 

Angel has gold wings. 
Angel has red wings. 
Angel has blue wings. 
Angel has green wings. 

20 . A Noah's Ark scene with the Ark and animals pl us six figures in the 
foreground including Noah holding a staff. The scene is sunnounted by a leaf 
design incorporating an angel with a banner inscribed : HOLY HOLY HOLY. At 
the bottom of the panel is a leaf design inscribed: <XlME THOU AND THY HOUSE 
INTO THE ARK.

21. Moses being found in a wicker basket in hllrusres overlooked by four women
two af whom are rolding staffs. Above is a lefy design incorporating an angel
standing with clasped hands. At the bottom of the panel is a leafy design 
inscribed: I DREW HIM OUT OF THE WATERS.

22. Two fishermen in a small boat with Jesus standing on the water saving a 
disciple wro is drownir.g in an attempt to walk on the water. Above is a leafy 
design with an angel holding a banner inscribed: HOLY HOLY HOLY. At the 
bottom of the panel is a leafy design inscribed: LORD SAVE ME. 
23. Scene depicting St. Paul shipwrecked at night with moon and setting sun.
At RH St. Paul is in prayer above the figures of a man and a woman. Above is

leafy design with a standing angel. At the bottom of the panel is a leafy 
design inscribed: SO HE BRINGETH THEM UNTO THEIR DESIRED HAVEN. 

Beneath the winda., on the stme cill is inscril::ed tre following :- TO THE GLORY 
OF GOD AND IN LOVING MEMORY OF. On the wall below the inscription are four 
marble tablets with a red tile surround, one below each panel of the window and 
re incised as follows :-

Under 20. WILLIAM LEETHAM/SHIPCWNER OF/HULL./DIED AT NERVI,/ITALY,/JANY 14th 
875, AGED 51. 

er 21. JOHN LEETHAM,/ACCIDENTALLY DRClffiED/AT IPSAMBOUL,/ON THE NILE,/JANY 
29th 1879,/AGED 23. 

der 22. WALTER LEETHAM,/DIED AT/KENSINGTON,/JUNE 27th 1880,/ AGED 26. 

r 23. WILLIAMHENRi/LEEIHAM,/DIED lil' GOCLE,/AIRIL 23rd 1853,/ AGED 3 YEARS.

H ath the above four tablets is excised the following :- THIS WINDCW IS 
n OICATED BY SARAH LEETHAM JULY 1880 . 

. 1 80. 

0cm - 360cm. 

/ , . 'LAYTON and BELL . 

• l•.1 cted by the Widow of William Leetham.

1 h L etham. 

\ I II, I t y Trinity Church Records. 
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HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINIX.WS 

707A.South Choir Aisle. 

This window is located behind the De la Pole tomb and originally comprised 5 
lancet panels but the left hand panel has been blocked by rrasonry at some time. 
The pmels are glazed with geometrical patterns. In what was originally the 
centre lancet but is na-, the second from the left there is a shield, the design 
of which is as follows :-

Blue 



HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. 

708. WI� of 7 PANELS 

Top Panels. 

Panels 1 and 4. Coloured glass patterns. 

Panel 2. 

Panel 3. 

The Royal Artillery badge with a leafy surround. 

The Middlesex Regiment badge with a leafy surround. 

Main Panels. 

WI�S 

BROADLEY CHAPEL. 

Panel 5. Surround to main figure depicts a carved window opening with a 
castellated top and half an octagonal base. 
Figure depicts a stancling knight with swcrd held point upwards and wearing a St. 
John's badge on  a black cloak over a red garment with white cross on chest. 
With helmet and chain mail to neck, arms and legs. The figure stands on a 
pattern depicting grass and leaves. 
At the bottom of the window is the inscription : IN LOVING MEMORY OF NORMAN G. 
N. MASON/CAPT AND ADJt.J'.mNT R.N.D.A.C./KILLED IN ACTION IN FRANCE/13th SEPTEMBER
1918 AGED 26.
In the bottom of the window is the inscription : S. HARRISON & SON HULL 1921.

Panel 6. A similar surround to that on Panel 5. A female figure standing and 
wearing a green and purple robe over a white dress and with a patterned yellow 
sash. Bareheaded and h::>lding a branch with leaves. Feet ccwered with a purple 
material the figure stands on a pattern depicting grass and leaves. On the 
front of the base is inscribed : CG1FORT YE/CG1FORT YE MY PEOPLE/SAYETH YOUR 
GOD/SPEAK YE CG1FORTABLY/TO JERUSALEM/AND CRY UNTO HER/THAT HER WELFARE/IS 
ACCCMPLISHED/. 
At the bottom of the window is the inscription : IN LOVING MEMORY OF ARTHUR

BURSTALL/2ND LIEUT EAST YORKSHIRE REGT/KILLED AT HOLNON NEAR ST QUENTIN/24TH 
SEPTEMBER 1918 AGED 19. 

Panel 7. A similar sut-round to that on Pan:l 5. A figure of a krri.ght standir:g 
in chain mai 1 with a white tabard with a red patriardi.al cross. Both hands are 
on U:e sword whidi. is sheathe:l. The figure stands on a pattern depicting grass 
and leaves. At the bottom of the window is the inscription : IN LOVING MEMORY 
OF J. CECIL WATSCN/LIEUI'ENANT MIDDLESEX REGT/KILLED IN FRANCE 4TH OCT 1917 AGED 
20. 

2. -

3. 1921.

4. 265cm - 198cm.

5. E. HAWORTH EARLE.

6. S. HARRISON & SON, HULL.

7. -

8. Circa 1921.

0. Holy Trinity Church records.



HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. 

709. THE EARLE MEMORIAL WINDCM. 

Top Panels. 

Panel 1 and 4. Coloured glass patterns with yellow rose. 

Panel 2. East Yorkshire Regiment badge with mauve 
pattern surround. 

Panel 3. Coat of arms with mauve pattern surround. 

Main Panels. 

Panel 5. Surround to main figure depicts a carved 
window opening with a castellated top and half an 
octagonal base. A figure of a woman standing in a 

WINDCMS 

BROADLEY CHAPEL. 

white garment over which is a red robe. She is holding White 

a candlestick with a lighted candle at the height of her 
3 Yellow Crowns 

left shoulder. With her feet covered with a purple material, 
the figure stands on a pattern depicting grass leaves and flowers. 
Behind, the sky is a dark blue and mauve. At the bottom of the picture is 
inscribed : IE!' YCIJR LIGHT S) SHINE/BEFORE !-EN THAT THEY MAY/SEE YOUR GCOD WOH<S 
& GLORIFY/YOUR FATHER WHICH IS IN HEAVEN. In the bottom corner of the 
inscription : S. HARRISON & SON HULL 1921. 

Panel 6. A similar surround to that on Panel 5. 
A knight standing in annour, bareheaded, wearin:J a white tabard with a red cross 
( +) rands crossed on the hi 1 t of sword which has its point on the ground. One 
white rose in the crook of each elbow and others locata:l in the leafy backgrourrl. 
The figure stands on a leafy pattern. Behind, the sky is in bands of blue and 
mauve. At the l::ottcm of the window is inscribed : IN LOVING MEMORY OF CEDRIC 
EARLE/LIEUT 4th EAST YORKSHIRE REGT/KILLED AT BAILLEUL/4th SEP 1918 AGED 20. 

Panel 7. A similar surround to that on Panel 5. A male figure stands 
bareheaded and dressed in a mauve robe with a brown cloak holding in his right 
hand a staff with a waterjar over his shoulder. His left hand is raised with 
finger pointing upwards. Barefoot and standing on a design of leaves and 
fl ewers. At the bottom of the window is inscribed : FOR WE HAVE NOT HERE 
AN/ABIDING CITY BUT WE SEEK/AFTER THAT WHICH IS TO CCME. 

2. -

3. 1921.

4. 277cm - 198cm.

5. E. HAWORTH EARLE.

6. S.H. HARRISON and SON, HULL.

7. -

8. Circa 1921.



710. 

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINIXMS 

BROADLEY CHAPEL 

Top Panels. 

Panels 1 and 4. Coloured patterns. 

Panel 2. Three gold crowns on a blue ground with a green leafy surround. 

Panel 3. Kings OWn Yorkshire Light Infantry Regimental badge with a surround 
of green leaves and red and white roses. 

Main Panels. 

Panel 5. Surround to the main figure depicts a carved window opening with a 
castellated top and half an octagonal base. A figure of a woman standing 
wearing a blue cloak over a blue and mauve gown with head covered. Hands 
crossed in front, holding a laurel wreath in the left hand. Feet covered in 
a dark purple material and below is a design of leaves and flowers. Behind is 
a blue sky with bands of yellow and brown cypress trees. 
At the bottom of the window is inscribed: IN LOVING MEMORY OF/RICHARD ERNEST 
CLAYTON KIEGHLEY/CAPT No 1 SIEGE BA'ITERY R.G.A./KILLED IN ACTION AT 
ZILLERBEEKE/lST AUGUST 1917 AGED 21. 
In the bottom left hand comer is inscribed: s. HARRISON & SON, HULL 1922. 

Panel 6. A similar surround to that on Panel 5. 
A knight stands in armwr, bareheared and wearing a blue tabard. Hands crossed 
over chest and holding a sword point downwards. Below the feet is a design of 
leaves and flowers. Behind is a leafy design over which are bands of yellow 
and a blue sky with a brown cypress tree is on the left side. 
On the base of the surround is inscribed : THE GRASS WITHEREI'H/THE FLCMER 
FADE'lH=BUT/rHE WCRD OF OUR Gm/SHALL STAND FOREVER. (all in lower case Gothic 
except for the first letter T and G in God) 
At the bottom of the window is inscribed: IN LOVING MEMORY OF/ALBERT WILLIAM 
DRASID/ SER:;T l0'IH BAT'IN EAST YORKS REGT/DIED FROM WOUNDS RECEIVED AT BATTLE OF 
NIEPPE/6th SEPTEMBER 1918 AGED 23. 

Panel 7. A similar surround to Panel 5. 
A woman stands with head covered wearing a dark mauve cloak over a mauve robe. 
The left hand is pointing domwards, the right hand mlding a book to her chest. 
The feet are covered in a dark material and beneath is a pattern of leaves and 
flowers. Behind are brown cypress trees and bands of yellow with a band of blue 
sky above. 
At the bottom of the window is inscribed IN LOVING MEMORY OF ROBERT 
SMITH/LIEUT 6TH BATTN KINGS GIN YORKS LIGHT INFANTRY/KILLED IN ACTION ON THE 
801ME/1ST JULY 1916 AGED 34. 

2. -

3. 1922.

4. 277cm - 198cm.

5. E. HAWARTH EARLE.

6. S. HARRISON & SON, HULL.

7. -

8. Circa 1922.

rto. Holy Trinity Church records.
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716. 

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINIXMS 

S. TRANSEPT.

The following description of the window is taken from a letter from Silvester 
Sparrow, who was the designer of the window, to Mr C.F. Proctor of Hull who at 
the time of the letter was an official of the church. 

Dear Mr Proctor, 
At last I send you a few notes on my window in Holy Trinity. 

You will notice that I have left (places indicated in pencil, to be erased), for 
you to fill up: viz. the names of the donors and the conclusion. 
I have (or had) a local paper describing the unveiling ceremony, but I have not 
laid hands on it yet. I will send it up if I do. 
If not yru might be able to look it up in the files of the newspaper in questicn. 

With Kindest Regards, 

Silvester Sparrow. 

By th= way have you been able to persuade the Misses Milner to have plate glass 
outside their windows and has the organ been moved yet, to allow of an 
uninterrupted view of the window when entering by the north door? 

Before describing "The Passion Window" by Mr Silvester Sparrow in the South 
Transept, it may be well to relate how this work came to be introduced into Holy 
Trinity Church. 
Some time before Mr C.E. Earle of "Cement" fame, corrmissioned Mr Walter Crane

to make the cartoons for a five light window in the nave. Mr Crane chose Mr 
Sparrow to carry out his cartoon in stamed glass: as Mr Lewis F. Day pleasantly 
remarked in his article in "The Art Journal" on the work of these two artists 
in the Chlrch of "'fue Art of the Covenmt", Claptm Carmon, "Birds of a feather" 
Mr S:r;e.rrow work �s so much a:mri.red by the Church Authorities that he was asked 
to design, as well as execute, the South Transept window; and Mr C.R. Moxon the 
ener�tic and enthusiastic Churchwarden of that time, busied him.self in gathermg 
together a body of Donors to subscribe to the window. 
They were Mr Reynoldson, who gave two lights and the Tracery I believe. I have 
forgotten the names of the other donors, but there will be some record of them 
no doubt. 
The Misses Milner gave the 3 light windows at the base of the large window. 
This can justly termed "The Passion Window", as it contains every incident of 
importance, from the "Agony in the Garden" to the " Entoml::ment" ; culminating 
in the "Crucifiction", which fills the whole of the six large lights. 
When we say that the "Crucification" fills the whole of the six lights, it is 
literally true, � there are no canopies or bases, or any of the usual adjuncts 
of a Stained Glass window. 
It is  one of Mr Sparrow's innovations to treat a window as a whole; with the 
subject running continuously through all the lights. 
The incidents of "The Passion", beginning in the large pieces of Tracery, are 
:- "The Agony in the Garden", "The Betrayal by Judas", "The Scourging at the 
Pillar", "Christ before Ciaphas", "The Crowning with Thorns" and "The earring 
of the Cross". 
The smaller pieces af Tracery are filled with angels holding the Crown of Thorns, 
and the Crown of Glory: sorrowing angels and cherubims with eyes covered by 
their wings. Tre Crucifiction in the six lights and in the three light window 
beneath, "The Taking down from the Cross" and "The Entoml:ment". 

Cont/ ..... 
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717. 

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINDCMS 

S.TRANSEPT.

Panel 2. A collection of small pieces of coloured glass to no design. 

Panels 4 and 5. White border with blue ground on which is a red flower with 
white centre. 

Panels 1 and 3. White border with a blue ground. 

Panels 6, 7 and 8. At the top of each of these panels is a part of a head 
sal vcged from some other broken wincbw, the hea.d is surrounded by a randan design 
of pieces of coloured glass. 
The rest of the window which comprises almost all of the main panels is clear 
glass in a diamond pattern. 

Underneath the window is a brass plate inscribed in Roman capitals :- THE 
COLOURED GLASS IN THIS WINDCM/ WAS PRESERVED FRCM THE WRECKAGE OF WINDCMS/ 
DESTROYED IN AN AIR RAID OVER THE CITY/ ON 6TH MARCH 1916. 
(The lettering is black and the inscription is enclosed by a black line.) 

2. -

3. -

4. 640cm - 254cm.

5. -

6. -

7. This window contains glass from the original window destroyed in the Zeppelin
raid of 1916.

8. -

9. -

10. Holy Trinity Church Records.



HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. 

719. G.F. EARLE MEMORIAL WINDCM.

Top Panels.

Panels 3 and 4. 

Panels 2 and 5. 

Two Angels with red wings and dressed as knights. 

Doves in flight. 

Panel 1. Fleur de Lys. 

Panels 6 and 7. Doves. 

Panels 8, 11, 12, 15, 16 and 22. Leaf design in yellow. 

WINDCMS 

SOUTH NAVE.

Panels 9, 10, 13 and 14. A female Angel in red with hands together at chest 
level. 

Panels 17, 18, 

Panels 25, 26, 

20 and 21. 

29 and 30. 

Female Angels in white with one arm upraised. 

Angels in blue and green with arms upraised. 

Panels 23, 24, 31 and 32. Angels in white with red wings with upraised 
trumpets. 

Panel 19. A star with leaf surround. 

Panels 27 and 28. Coloured design representing rays of the sun. 

Main Panels. 

Panel 33. A Knight in armour stands on a field of yellow lilies and supports 
a ril:bon of banner. On his helm is a corcnet. The ribbon runs the depth of the 
wind&. Above the Knigit are three Kings with their attendants in:luded in this 
group is a Bishop with mitred hat. To the left of this group is a design of 
oranges. Above is a seated female wearing a blue dress with arms embracing a 
halo. Above is a female figure dressed in blue facing inwards with one arm 
raised. Above is an angel in blue with red wings and behind an angel in a 
yella., dress with orange wing:;. The serpantine ribbon passes from panel 33 to 
34 and returns, the lettering is in gothic style as follows :-
PRAISE YE THE LORD PRAISE YE THE LORD OF HEAVONS PRAISE YE HIM AND ANGELS LET 
THEM PRAISE THE NAME OF THE LORD FOR HE C01MANDS THEY WERE CREATED SNC:W AND 
VAPOUR/ STCRMY WINDS FULFILLING THE WORD/ KINGS OF THE EAR'IH/ AND ALL PEOPLE AND 
ALL JUDGES OF, THE EARTH. 

Panel 34. In the bottom RH comer there is a mark. 
A man in white stands holding a spade, a negro in a 
loin cloth kneels at his feet. Behind stand two male 
figures one with a shepherds crook, together with a worran 
holding a baby. Above is a female ArIJel with trumpet raised, behind is a seccnd 
Angel divil'l] to earth. Above are three female Angels, two in green and one in 
blue with hands upraised to the stars. 

cont. ... / 



719 . .... /cont. 

Panel 35. At the base is an inscription on a scroll in gothic lower case with 
capitals in gold (Caps shown_):
T_O.THE.Q_LORi'.OF.CDD.&.IN.LOVING.MEMORY.OF/.Q_EORGE.f:_OSTER.�E.WHO.DIED.,rEB.18. 
1877.AGED./.63.&.OF._§,ARAH.TIIB)DOSIA.HIS.WIFE.Dl-iJGHTER.OF./.�OHN.H_UDSON.WHO.DIED. 
&RIL.16.1890.IN.HER.72ND.YEAR.THE.MEMORY.OF.THE.JUST.IS.BLESSED.PROV.X.VII. 
Above is a lamb seated by a shepherd kneeling with crook in hand, behind are two 
rams. Behind a rran in a blue smock tends a cow and behind a knight in blue 
armour mounted on a white horse holds a lance to which is attached a flag of 
St .Grorge above mich are three doves. There are orange trees behind. Above 
is an Angel with red wings dressed in green with arms raised to embrace a halo 
en twined with serpents. On her LH are two swans and a stork together with 
doves. Al::ove Christ ascends to heaven with arms raised arrl with multi-col cured 
wings with a head dress surmounted by a foot. 

Panel 36. A group of people look upwards. A woman and a rran stand with hands 
clas:i;:ed. An old rran with a beard holds the hand of a child who stands in front 
of h:im, behind ccn be seen the heads of four other people, all stand on a field 
of crocus. Above is a lemon tree. Above is an Angel with trut¥?et pointing 
upwards arrl behind c11 angel dives to earth with ore harrl holding a flamiIJJ torch. 
Above is a group of three Angels, the centre one dressed in blue and the others 
dressed in red and green, the centre angel has hands upraised, behind is the 
crescent moon. 

Panel 37. On a field of yellow daises stand four persons with musical 
instruments. A child holds a triangle, a woman dressed in red holds a harp, 
two wc:rnen in yellow hold trumpets, behind cymbals are upraised. Above is a 
group of llll5ician.5, one with a harp, one with a horn and trumpets are played by 
unseen figures. Above is an Angel with harrls raised to hold a halo, ab01Te again 
a seated AIJJel holds a serpent. At the top of the window are three Angels, two 
with arms upraised and one with hands clasped. 
A serpentine banner runs down 37 and passes into 36. 
PRAISE.UP.HIM.SUN.&.MOON.PRAISE.HIM.ALL.YE.STARS.OF.PRAISE.HIM.YE.HEAVENS.OF. 
HEAVENS./AND.MOUNTAINS.AND.HILLS.FRUITFUL.TREES.AND.ALL.CEDARS./PRAISE.HIM. 
THE.SOUND.OF.THE.TRUMPETS./BOTH.YOUNG.MEN.AND.MAIDENS.OLD.MEN.AND.CHILDREN. 

This window is a study of psalm CX/VII "O PRAISE THE LORD OF HEAVEN". 

2. -

3. 1896.

4. 715cm - 420cm.

5. CRANE.

6. SPARROO.

7. -

8. 1896.

10. Holy Trinity Church Records.



HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINDCMS 

720. R.T. BROOKE MEMORIAL WINDCW. SOUTH NAVE. 

Top Panels.

Panel 1. Star of David red white and blue. 

Panels 2 and 5. Dove, white on blue. 

Panel 3. Angel facing inwards, in white with red wings, with violet star above 
head. 

Panel 4. As for Panel 3 except that Angel holds horn. 

Panels 6 and 7. Yellow stars of David on blue. 

Panel 9. Angel with red wings on blue field, gold star above, faces to right 
and plays organ. 

Panel 10. As for Panel 9 except that Angel looks to left and plays lyre. 

Panels 11 and 12. Red white and blue pattern. 

Panel 13. As for Panel 9 except that Angel plays harp. 

Panel 14. As for Panel 9 except that An:]el looks to left and plays tambourine. 

Panels 8 and 15. Yellow star on blue ground. 

Panels 17, 18, 20 and 21. 
ground. 

White lilies with yellow stems and leaves on a blue 

Panels 16 and 22. Yellow design. 

Panel 25. Angel in white with red wings, star above head, holds a shield with 
a blue field on which is a golden angel holding an open book on which is 
inscribed the initials SM. 

Panel 26. As for Panel 25 except that the shield is yellow on which is a winged 
lion holding an open book with letters SM. 

Panel 29. As fer Panel 25 except that the Angel holds a yellow shield on which 
is a red winged bull holding a book with the letters SL. 

Panel 30. As for Panel 25 except that the Angel holds a blue shield with a 
golden eagle holding a book with the letters SJ. 

Panels 28 and 27. Laurel leaf on blue ground occupies both panels. 

Panel 19. Leaf pattern. 

Panels 23, 24, 31 and 32. Iesign of pinnacles with flying buttresses form the 
coopletion of Panels 33 and 37. 

cont .... / 
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720 . .... /cont. 

Main Panels. 

Panel 33. The figures in this panel are depicted standing in niches as in a 
building. At the base is a ch.mp of poppies. Above is an Angel with red win:}s 
barefoot wearing a gold cloak over a white dress and holding a ribbon inscribed 
in gothic :- In my fathers house are many mansions. 
Above is an orange tree which is continued onto Panel 34. Above is an Angel 
with wings of red, green and blue, in a white dress over which is a gold tl.IDic, 
holding cymbals. 
Above is an Angel with red wings in a white dress over which is a gold tunic and 
holding a long trumpet which passes into Panel 34. A flag of St. George hangs 
on the trumpet. (the flag being in Panel 34) 

Panel 34. At the bottom is a group of three figures. The foreground figure 
in a white dress with a blue robe kneels in an attitude of prayer. Behind are 
two standin:J Angels with red wings and gold cloaks, One plays a lute and behind 
the figures is depicted a building with arches above which are flying buttresses 
on the left associated with Panel 33. One the right hand side of the panel 
there is a design of yellow rays associated with Panel 35. There is a blue 
ground to the rays. 

Panel 35. At the bottom left hand there is a gold Censer, behind the figure 
of Mary stands in white with a gold robe with arms upraised towards Christ 
crucified, behind are blue vapours from the Censer. At tre rear are the arches 
of a building. Above is the figure of Christ crucified behind which are yellow 
rays which spread over into Panels 34 and 36. At the feet of Christ are the 
letters I.H.S. Behind the head is a yellow halo with the letters I.N.R.I. 
Above the head of Christ is a dove flying downwards and above the dove is a 
crowned figure with blue gown surmounted by the star of David. 

Panel 36. At the bottom a man in a blue gown with a hat hanging on his back 
holds a staff and kneels in an attitude of prayer. Behind stand two Angels with 
red wings, one in gold and one in white who jointly hold a book. Above is an 
orange tree which extends into Panel 37. Behind the figures is the arch of a 
building above which on the right rand side are flying buttresses a:;sociated with 
Panel 37, there is a blue background. 

Panel 37. The figures in this Panel are depicted standing in niches as in a 
building. An AnJel with red wings wearing a gold gown stands on a grass field 
holding a laurel leaf with initials in the centre RTB on a blue ground and a 
ribbon falls from the wreath inscribed in gothic : - In memoriam. Above is an 
orange tree. 
Above an AnJel with red wings wearing a gold rcbe plays a rarp. Above an Angel 
with red wings wearing a brown cloak blows a trumpet which extends into Panel 
36. A flag of St. George hangs on the trumpet ( the flag is in Panel 36.)

Note. The window is a study of John XIV. 

cont. ... / 



720 . .... /cont. 

2. -

3. 1897.

4. 715cm - 420cm.

5. CRANE.

6. CHRIS'IMAS.

7. -

8. 18 97. �� : ��c( 

.hai-�-.1..: �s�I 
\C\ l °\ 

10. Holy Trinity Church Records.
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HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINJXWS 

723. THE GELDER MEMORIAL WINJXW. SOUTH NAVE.

This window is very bright and clear, glazed with clear glass in a diamond
patta:n except fer the areas occupied by the stained glass pictures. The srral l
upper lights are clear except were noted.

Panels 24 and 31. 

Panels 25 and 30. 

Grey scroll in bottom LH comer (24) RH (31). 

Grey and yellow scroll work LH(25) RH(30). 

Panels 26 and 29. Dividers in black over an architectural detail of a lintel 
over a green and yellow design. This green and yellow through 27 and 28 with 
above it the architectural lintel in grey continued from 26 and 29. This is 
sunnounted by yellow curved sections topped in 19 by a yellow and grey design. 
In 27 and 28 the words EmARDUS REX are inscribed in old english capitals and 
lower case. 

Main Panels. 

Panel 33. At the bottom of this panel at the left hand side is 
a rrakers rrark. In the bottom of the window in a plinth design 
1299 is inscribed in yellow on a black ground. Above seated on a 
rrauve desk is a rrale figure in bl 'IE with a red arrl black tunic and green hat with 
the inscription in a panel to the LH of the head :- SIR ROBERT / HASTING, / 
WARDEN 1309. Above is a rran seated at a yellow desk in a rrauve robe with red 
clock beneath a portal design in grey embellished with yellow stars. 
Behind the rran a worran is seated in a red and black dress with a brown clock, 
on her LH is a seated figure in green and black. Behind stand a group of 5 
figures dressed variously in green and blue with close fitting skull caps in 
various colours. On top of the desk is inscribed : JOHN SCALES/ & JURY. 
Above the p::>rtal a yellow and grey embellishment carries the design up to Panel 
24. 

Panel 34. Above a design of green and gold scrolls is a representation of an 
open square of brick walls in red, within which on a ground of green is a trowel 
with a yellow harrlle. On tre brick wall is a panel with the inscription : de 
la Pole's/ brickyard. Above is a shield with the arms of Sir William de la 
Pole. 
Above is a bearded figure in a white and yellow gown with a blue cloak holding 
a scroll in his right hand, around his neck is a double gold chain with a cross 
attached. The rran's left hand rests on a table with yellow top, behind is a 
design of® leaves arrl on the right is a design of green leaves. In a panel 
to the RH of the head is a panel inscribed in black : first rrayor / 1333. 
Above is inscribed in yellow on black:- Wm DE LA POLE'. 

Panel 35. At the bottom on a black panel is inscribed in white :- In memory 
of ELIZABE'IH/GELIER who, died 22nd / January 1934, wife of Sir / William Alfred 
Gelda:-, Kt., / five tirres Mayor of the / City of Kingston q>on Hull / 1899-1903. 
Above surrounded by a gram arrl yell ow design is a black panel inscribed in white 
capitals :- WE CG1MAND FOR US / AND OUR HEIRS THAT OUR/ TG1N AFORESAID FROM/ 
HENCEFORTH FOR EVER/ BE A FREE BOROUGH. 

cont. ... / 



723 . .... /cont. 

Above are 3 coats of arms. Irnnediately over the panel is a coat of arms of 
Hull, three gold crowns on a blue ground. Above and to the left is the coat 
of arms of Edward 1, three gold lions rampart on a red ground. To the right 
hand and above the Hull coat of arms is the coat of arms of the Monastery of 
Mewc. On a red ground is a cross in blue and white with gold fleur de lys at 
the end of each arm with a white dove in each quarter. 
Above sits the figure of King Edward 1 bearderl and wearing a red rcbe with purple 
cloak edged in blue, holding a scroll in his left. harrl and a gold sceptre in his 
right hand, on his head is a crown. The arms and la.JS of the throne are yellow 
and the back of the throne has a design of pink and brown leaves, at the right 
of the panel is a design of green leaves. 

Panel 36. Above a design of green and yellow scrolls are 7 seated figures 
fornring part of a group which continues into Panel 37. Tl'e figures are dressed 
in garments of green, blue or purple and some have their heads covered. The 
benches on which they sit are yellow. Above a figure in a grey Monks habit 
stands looking towards the King, in his left hand is a scroll and in his right 
hand is a yell ow staff. Level with his head is a grey parel inscribed in black 
letters :- Abbot/ of/ Mewc. Above on a black plinth in yellow is inscribed 
:- ROGER de DRIFFIELD. Behind the figure is a design of purple leaves. 

Panel 37. At the base on a bla:::k plaque is inscribed in yellow : - 1952. Abare 
a design of yellow and green scrolls are 4 seated figures looking towards the 
left (part of the group in Pc(lel 36). One of the figures wearing a grey cloak 
is addressing the group. To the RH of this figure is a grey plaque on which 
is inscribed in black : - JURY FOR / MAKING OF / ROADS 1303. Above on a blue 
and black tiled floor stands a knight in full armour of blue and grey wearing 
a red scabbard in which is a sword with a yell ow hi 1 t, his hands are together 
in prayer. To the right a design of red roses and green leaves climbs a 
trellis, behind the knight is a yellow fountain from which water flows to green 
grass with mauve flowers. to the right of the trellis is a pillar with yellow 
omarrents on trn cap surnounted by a star. Bel CM the cap dividers span a plaq.ie 
inscribed: GILFRID / DE HOTHAM / 1336. The base of the pillar has a square 
design in yellow. 

2. -

3. 1952.

4. 475cm - 420cm.

5/6. H.J. STAMMERS OF YORK. 

7. -

8. BEQUEST FRCM SIR WM. ALFRED GELDER.

10. Holy Trinity Church Records.
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HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINIX'MS 

738. THE HARBORD WINIX'M. N.TRANSEPT.

This window depicts the breaking of bread at Eirrnaus.

Panels 1 and 3. Red glass. 

Panels 4 and 5. White border, red ground with yellow flower. 

Panel 2. White border/decorated border with yellow flowers on blue ground, 
inside bord:?r is a row of cresses. At bottom two kneeling female figures with 
halos, behind, a red ground with leaf design. Centrepiece is an angel with 
golden willJS, with a halo, sitting on a stone seat and wearillJ a white cloak with 
star design, over the left sroulder a pale green clock dra?=(i to the knee. One 
hand is raised to the sll;Y. There is a red background with leaf design. Beh:ind 
the right hand kneeling figure is a decorative urn. 

Panel 6. There is an inscription in gothic style at the l:ottom : TO THE GLORY 
OF GOD THIS (God is in yellow remainder in black). Above is a panel with a 
white border with an imer herder of gold and red oak leaves, in each top corner 
a quatrefoil design with below a gold lions head. The design on the panel is 
a trellis pattern with an asymnetrical design of oak leaves and acorns, the 
centre medallion shows a ma le and a female figure with yellcw hales and carrying 
staffs. Behind is a pattern of green leaves. 
Above is a niche, on the base of a pattern of black leaves with a red staff 
running diagonally across is shown a figure with a halo decorated with pearls 
and weariIIJ a purple and green cloak with a hat ranging down and carrying a green 
bag over his shoulder. His right hand rests on the corner of a table, behind 
is a red leaf desig:i. Abow and beh:ind are a male and female figure, tre female 
holds a tray of fruit and the male a jug. Above and behind is a design of 
bui 1 ding arcading with a blue sky. Above is a decorative canopy with an 
elaborate design. 

Panel 7. There is an inscription in gothic style at the bottom as Panel 6: 
WINI>CW IS IEDICA'IED BY. The style of the lower panel is g:nerally as for Panel 
6. 
The centre medallion shows the same ma n  and woman as before with halos arrl staffs 
and between them stands the figure of Christ with one bare foot showing the nail 
hole. Above enclcsed in an ornarrental niche the figure of Christ breaking bread 
sits at a table covered with a cloth. Before the table is an urn, a basket of 
fruit and a blue cloak. The red staff from Panel 6 ends by the urn. On the 
table is a plate, a cup and a flask. Behind the heed of Christ is an elaborate 
halo with three golden rays forming three arms of a cross, there is a dark red 
background. As in Panel 6 the top of the panel is occupied by an elaborate 
canopy. 

Panel 8. At the bottom is inscribed in gothic style ANN MUNN HERBORD 
TRINITY/SUNDAY 1924 (the letters Mand H are in yellow). Above is a panel of 
the smie design as in Panel 6. The centre medallion shows the same two figures 
as in Panel 6 but here the woman walks away and the man turns to speak to her. 
Above is a niche as before in which a ma n  sits at the table dressed in a purple 
and yellow cloak, his left hand rests on the table comer his right hand is 
raised towards his lips. 

cont .... / 



738 ..... /cont. 

He wears a halo decorated with pearls, behind is a red leaf design. On h 
groun:l bela,, the figure is tre rest of the blue cloak from Panel 7 with a gr 
hat and a staff. Above the figure is a design of arcading as in Panel 6 
above is a decorated canopy. 
Below the window is a brass plate 170 - 20 inscribed in gothic style : To th 
Glory of Go:i and in loving renembrance of Wm. Harbord M.R.C.S., L.S.A. Born 22nd 
Feb. 1831 Died 20th Feb. 1879. Elizabeth Harbord/ Born 4th Jan. 1833 Died 28th 
Nov. 1905. Edward Harbcrd Born 18th May 1835 Died 2nd May 1878. Isabella Harbord 
Born 10th Sept. 1837 Died / 17th May 1918. Catherine Collet Harbord Born 20th 
Nov. 1840 Died 4th March 1911. Robert Henry Harbord Born 10th July 1843 Died 11th 
June 1892. Richard Cobden Harbord Born 1st Dec. 1845 Died 16th Sept. 1856. Ellen 
Aston Priestly Bern 27th June 1848 Died 23rd July 1919. / Sons and Daughters of 
Harbord and Elizabeth Harbord of Kingston-upon-Hull. This window is dedicated 
by their youngest sister Ann Munn Harbord. 1924. 

3. -

4. 640cm - 254cm.

5. -

6. HARJ:MAN.

7. -

8. ANN MUNN HARBORD 1924.

9. See above.

10. Holy Trinity Church.

11. -



HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. 

740.THE HARBORD WINIXW. NORTH TRAN •,I P.

This window depicts the Nativity, the Adoration and the Annunciation.

Panels 1 and 3. White border with red ground.

Panels 4 and 5. White border with star in red ground.

Panel 2. At left hand bottan an lngel knees with a white cloak and gold wings,
hands pointing upwards. At the right bottom a female sits on a bench with
clasped hands, between them is a design of 1 il ies on a red ground and above a
dove carrying a cross with a gold background. The whole is surrounded by a
decorative border.

Panel 6. The !<:Mer pc11el has a herder of quatrefoil leaves in a square design,
above is inscribed yellow on black in Roman letters : TO THE GLORY OF GOD AND
IN LOVING REMEMBRANCE OF HARBORD HARBORD BORN AT GREAT YARMOUTH.
Above is a trellis design with a centre medallion in which is a figure of a worran
with a white dress and red cloak and a halo, holding a book. Behind is green
leaf design on which is inscribed : ANNA PROPIETES. Abo\e and forming the top
of this panel is inscribed gold on black in Roman capitals : GLORY TO, GOD IN
THE HIGHEST.
Above a shepherd in a purple cloak kneels holding a lamb on his knees with his
right hand, a crook in his left hand. Behind stands a man holding a set of
bagpipes and wearing a yellow cloak, he points upwards with his left hand.
Behirrl him is an elderly figure in a re::l clcak holding a shepherds crook. Aba,e
an ar.gel with gold wings and a white dress supports a banner inscribed : BRING
YOU GOOD TIDINGS. The background is red. Above is a decorated canopy.

Panel 7. At the bottom is a similar border to Panel 6. Above is inscribed as
before : YARMOUTH 15 APRIL 1808 DIED 1 JUNE 1888 ALSO ELIZABE'TH HIS WIFE BORN
1 AUGUST 1809.
Above is a similar trellis design a:; before, tre centre mechllion shows a figure
in white with helmet an:1 breastplate with a halo and inscribed SIMEON. The
border above is inscribed as before: AND ON EARTH PFACE.
Above a King in a gold cloak wearing a crown kneels with arms outstretched, he
wears white gloves on which a star is shown. He gazes up at the Virgin Mary
seate::l in a blue gcwn. with a halo and holdim the baby Jesus on her knee. Jesus
has outstretched arms and has a halo. Above are two angels with red wings
pointing to a star. Above is a decorated canopy.

Panel 8. The lower border is as before and above is inscribed: DIED 30
JANUARY 1907 THIS WINIXW IS DEDICATED BY THEIR SURVIVING DAUGHTERS 1910.
Above is a single trellis design, the centre medallion shows the figure of a
woman with a white gown and red cloak, there is a green background with the
inscription : ELIZABE'IH. 'lhe border alnve is inscribed as before : GOOD WILL
TO ALL MEN.
Above are two Kings, one kneels in a red cloak, one stands in a purple cloak.
The kneelirg King wears red gloves with a design on the back, the standing King
wears yellCM glo\es and both look towards the infant Jesus and below them stands
an incense burner. Both Kings are wearing crowns. Above an angel with gold
and red wings looks at the Kings, above is a decorated canopy.

cont. ... / 



740 ..... /cont. 

Below the window is a lrass plate 100 - 40 inscribed in Gothic style. 
and dates in red other letters in black. Black border r ound. 

capital 

To  the Glory of God and in loving remenbrance of / Harl::ord Harbord/ born at Great 
Yarma.ith 15th April 1808. / died 4th June 1888./ Also Elizabeth his wife/ born 
1st August 1809. died 30th January 1907. /'This window is dedicated by their 
surviving daughters 1910. 

3. -

4. 640cm - 254cm.

5. -

6. HARrMAN.

7. -

8. SURVIVING DAUGHTERS OF HARBORD HARBORD 1910.

10. Holy Trinity Church Rec ords.

11. -
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728. 

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINIXMS 

WEST WINIXM. 

The transfiguration occupies the 5 centre lights with Moses and Elais on either 
side. The outer panels depict 2 scenes from the old testament and 2 from the 
new testament : - 3 Angels appear to Abraham and an Angel appears to Joshua ; 
Baptism of Christ and Woman at the Well. 

Panel 1. A gold star on a blue g round (qua�refoil). 

Panels 2 and 13. 

Panels 3 and 12. 

Panels 4 and 11. 

Panels 5 and 10. 

Panels 16 and 19. 
Face looks forward. 

Gold star on gold ground. 

Red floral designs (3 broken). 

Red and white fl oral design. 

Gold star on red ground. 

Cherub-pair of gold wings above and below on a blue ground 
Gold star top L and bottom R (16) top R (19). 

Panels 17 and 18. As Panels 16 an:i 19 wt hea:is are inclined downwards. Gold 
star top L bottom R (17) top R bottom L (18). 

Panels 14 and 21. Angel in a white robe with hands clasped in prayer looks 
upwards, gold wings on a blue ground. 

Panels 15 and 20. Full length of angel in white robe with white wings, hands 
together in prayet", facing imards. Gold star L side and R bottom (15) R side 
and L bottom (20). 

Panels 22 and 25. An�l with white robe and gold wings with anns crosse:i facing 
inwards on a blue ground ( broken pieces in 25 ). 

Panels 23 and 24. Red gold and white design carried up from panels below. 

Panels 26, 29, 30 and 34. Blue flowered design. 

Panels 27, 28, 31 and 33. Red flowered design with a central gold star 
( quatref oil) 

Panels 27a and 32. Gold crown with a background of a red flowered design. 

Panels 35, 40, 4 7 and 52. Blue ground with white edging with yell ow design in 
R comer (L comer in 52), (this may represent a candle flame). 

Panel 36. 

Panel 37. 

Panel 38. 

Panel 39. 

A male figure holds a lamb in his left arm (John the Baptist). 

A figure of a man in robes wearing a winged helmet. 

A female figure with robes and head covered. 

A female figure with head uncovered wears long brown robes. 

cont .... / 



728 . .... /cont. 

Panel 48. A rran holds a bock in left hand and a sword in right hand. (? Paul.) 

Panel 49. A female in red robe holds a palm leaf. (? Agness.) 

Panel 50. A male figure holds a book. 

Panel 51. A male figure holds a book, in his upraised LH a severed hand. 

Panel 55. A malerl roJ:ed figure carries in his m: a vessel. Beneath U-e figure 
is a plinth with a fleur de lys. 

Panel 56. A era.med figure wears a red robe and holds before him a gold lamp. 
Beneath is a plinth as before. 

Panel 57. A crowned female figure in white robes holds a lamp. 
a plinth as before. 

Beneath is 

Panel 58. A male figure in white robes holds before him a small figurine, 
beneath him a plinth as before. 

Panel 65. A robed male figure holds a green saltire cross. (? Andrew). 
Beneath him a plinth as before. 

Panel 66. A roJ:ed male figure holds a quill in RH and a staff in LH. 
is a plinth as before. 

Beneath 

Panel 67. A male figure in brown robes holds a book in RH and a quill in LH. 
Beneath is a plinth as before. 

Panel 68. A male figur-e in a red robe, bar-eheaded with hands clasped in praya:-. 
Beneath is a plinth as before. 

Panels 41 and 46. white design on a blue ground. 

Panels 42, 43, 44 and 45. 
up from lower Panels. 

White and red design, part of canopy design carried 

Panels 53, 70, 71 and 90. Yellow and white design on a red ground, part of 
canopy carried up from lower Panels. 

Panels 54, 59, 64 and 69. Gold and white design on a blue ground, part of 
canopy carried up to Panels 35, 40, 47 and 52. 

Panels 60 and 63. White an::l gold design en a red grmnd, part of canopy carried 
up. 

Panels 61 end 62 . White design on a red ground, part of canopy. In Panel 61 
the letter A on a white shield, in Panel 62 the letta:- U on a white shield ( does 
this represent alpha and omega?) 

cont. ... / 



728 ..... /cont. 

Panels 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78 ,79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89 
and 90 . Al 1 these panels are white and gold designs on a red ground and are 
parts of the canopies carried up from the lower panels. 

Panel 91. At the bottom of the window is inscribed: JOSHUA CHAP (continued 
in the next panel). Above is a knight in' armour with halo, wings, sword 
upraised. His garments are generally brown, behirrl his head is a red backgromd 
with a leafy pattern. The whole figure is set in a decorative niche. 
Above is inscribed: GENESIS CHAPl'ER X:V (III etc in next panel.) 
Above is a kneeling man in a green robe, head covered with a halo. 
behin::i stam. 2 anJels with rerl wing:; and halos with rands clasped. 
in a niche as before. 

Above and 
All are set 

Panel 92. At the bot tom of the window is inscribed : PETER V VERSES 13 & 14. 
Above is a knight in purple armour with head bowed and a halo, behind stand a 
group of soldiers in annour hJlding spears, the background is a leafy design on 
red. The whole enclosed in a niche. 
Above is inscribed on a scroll : III VERSES 2 & 3 (continued from previous 
panel.) 
Above an angel in a blue gown and white embroidered cloak with wings and halo 
holds a sceptre in RH and IB raised. Behind a red leafy background with two 
stars. The whole enclosed in a niche. 

Panel 93. (This forms part of a central picture Parels 93, 94, 95, 96 and 97.) 
At the base is inscribed on a scroll ; THIS IS MY. Above on IB of panel are 
four figures set one al:ove the other which forms the lli edge of the niche which 
encloses the central picture design. The lower figure holds a scroll, the 
second figure holds a scroll, the third has a sceptre and cloak and the forth 
holds a sceptre. At the bottom of the panel is a tree with a green trunk and 
red flowers or leaves. By the tree is part of a gown from the next panel, 
behir:rl is a steeple in front of a green mountain, above is a deep blue sky with 
two stars. Above 3 angels ascend, the lower 2 have red robes the lowest one 
with outstretched arms, the middle one with har:rls clasped. The topmost one has 
a blue robe and outstretched arms all have halos and their wings are coloured 
to match the robes. Behind is a deep blue sky with stars. 

Panel 94. At the bot tom the scroll continues with the words BELOVED SON IN. 
Above is a male figure in a dark blue robe over which is a blue and gold cloak 
with a leaf desig:i, he crouches barefoot, with halo and looks upwards. Behind 
is a deep blue sky with 4 stars, the sky is streaked by rays from the sun (caning 
from behind the figure of Christ in the next panel) . .  
Above a man in a -red gown stands barefoot, he has a long beard and a halo and 
holds a tablet in his lli inscribed on the lli page : I II III IV and on the RH 
page: VI VII VIII IX X (the V is covered by his hand). This figure is 
presumably Moses). As part of the central group in the next panel an angel 
stands to the RH of the mans leg in a gold gown with white wings and a halo. 
Behind the head of the man are two angels both with gold halos, the IB one has 
a gold gown and white wings, the RH one has purple gown and wings, their hands 
are clasperl in prayer. Between them is a third angel in a rraroon gown and wir.gs 
with a white halo, hand<:; clasped in prayer. On the RH side of this angel the 
RH of Christ (from the centre panel) is raised in blessing. Behind is a deep 
blue sky with clouds with the suns rays from the centre panel. 

cont .... / 



728 .... /cont. 

Panel 95. At the bottom the scroll continues with the words : WHCM I AM. 
Above a male figure kneels in a purple gown and red cloak and halo, his head 
rests on his LH, his RH is outstretched. Above is a deep blue sky with stars 
and rays of sun come da-mwards. Above are two angels kneeling and facing each 
other, wearing gold cloaks with white wings and halos. The sun's rays are 
superirrq;>osed over the figures. A star is seen between the angels. 
Above is tre figur-e of Christ in a white embroidered gown and cloak, the letters 
IHS with a crown are embroidered overall. On his chest are the letters A 
(alpha) arrl"'C:S" (omega upsire dom). About his head is an elaborate three rayed 
nimbts with red arms arrl 11 stars visible, above the sun's rays pass through the 
clouds. 

Panel 96. At the bottom the scroll continues with the words : WELL PLEASED. 
Above semi kneeling barefoot is a female figure in a maroon g:>wn arrl green cloak, 
her RH is held to her head which is bowed, LH is outstretched, she has a white 
halo. Behind is a deep blue sky with the sun's rays and 4 stars. Above is 
a male figure in a red gown his left foot bare. His RH held across his chin 
his LH holding a scroll, he has a white halo. Level with the man's knee and 
faci:r:g the centre panel is seen part of c11 angel (simi.lar to those in the centre 
panel). Above the head are 2 angels with the LH one in a purple gown the RH 
in a gold g:>wn. The IH angel has arms outstretched and th:! RH one arms crossed 
over the chest. Both have blue wings. Above these two an�ls is a third angel 
in a maroon gown and wings with harrls clasped in front. All 3 have gold halos. 
To the left of the upper angel is the outstretched arm and hand of Christ. 
Above is a blue sky with clouds and the sun's rays. 

Pa nel 97. At the bottom the scroll continues with the words HEAR YE HIM.

Above is a tree with red leaves or flowers as before. Behind is a deep blue 
sky with 2 stars before which is a house or building behind which is a castle 
tower. Above an angel kneels in a gold gown with white wings and halo, hands 
held in an attitu:le of prayer, by the hea:l are three stars. Above is a further 
angel in a blue gown and gold cloak with white wings and halo with hands 
outstretched, above the head are four stars. Above again is a third angel in 
a grE!{ gown with white wings and halo, with hands clasped in prayer. Above is 
a deep blue sk;y. To the right of th:! panel is a borda- of the niche design with 
4 figures one above the other.- The lower figure holds a scroll, the second 
holds a wand, the third holds an open scroll as does the top figure. 

Panel 98. At th:! bottom of the window the scroll is inscribed : ST JOHN CHAP. 
Above Christ wearing a decorated white and gold robe is seated by the head of 
the well (Jacobs well) flowers are at his feat and about his head is a three 
rayed nimbts. Pehind are ho figures a man in a blue_ cloak and white and gold 
halo, a f emale figure in a green cloak with a gold halo. The background is 
a deep red. Above is a nich:! enclosing the same on this is a scroll inscribed 

ST MATHEW CHAPTER. Above Christ wearing only a loin cloth with a 3 rayed 
nimbus starrls in a riva- with head bowed and hands clasped in prayer, above the 
arm of John the Baptist (in next panel) pours water over the head of Christ. 
Behind is a tree in brown and a dove flies down from above (the spirit of God) 
and the sun's rays shine on the head of Christ. 

cont. .. / 



728 ..... /cont. 

Panel 99. At tre bottom of the panel the scroll is inscribed : TER IV VERSES 
1 to 26. Above a woman stands by the well ( a woman from Samaria) dressed in 
a blue gown with a pale blue cloak, head covered by a shawl. She holds a red 
pitcher over the well and a portion of the well head can be seen, behind is a 
brown tree and a red background. Above on a scroll are the words : III. 
VERSES 13 'ID 17. Above starrls Joln the Baptist holding a staff, with bare legs 
and feet, dressed in a dark blue gown with a pale blue cloak. In his RH he 
holds a cup with which he baptises Christ (in the previous panel). In the 
background is a l:rown tree with a dark red ground. Above is a red scroll with 
the words BEHOLD THE LAMB OF GOD (about half way up the figure of John on 
his right side a srrall piece of background is missing). 

3. Post 1918.

4. 1100cm x 725cm.

5. -

6. HARDMAN.

7. -

8. -

10. Holy Trinity Church Records.

11. -
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HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINIX:WS 

7 41. THE HARBORD WINIX:W. NORTH TRANSEPT. 

The border is a design of lozenges with daisy flowers at regular intervals. 
At the bottom comers is a design of crossed staffs. 
At the bottom is the inscription in Gothic capitals : ALL THAT HEARD HIM WERE 
ASTONISHED. 
Above is a bearded man seated on a chair, his right hand over a scroll on his 
knee, his left hand outstretched. He wears a blue gom with a clcak embroidered 
with a si 1 ver design, m his head is a blue skul 1 cap. Behind stands a man in 
a green gown, maroon cloak and a red hat. 
The l:ackgramd is a trellis i:attem of pale blue and green with a leafy design. 
At tre top of the windcw in the trefoil are two white roses with a fleur de lys 
design in the apex. 

3. -

4. 130cm - 45cm.

5. -

6. HARIMAN.

7. -

8. HARBORD FAMILY CIRCA 1912.

10. Holy Trinity Church Records.



HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINDCMS 

742.THE HARBORD WINDCM. NORTH TRANSEPT. 

The border design is similar to that on Window Ref 741. 
At tre bottom is the inscription in Gothic capitals TO HIS UNDERSTANDING AND 
ANSWERS. 

Above a man in a blue jerkin, red cloak, red stockings and a red hat is seated 
on an  X framed chair, his chin in his right hand his left hand on his knee. 
Above and behirrl the young Jerus is seated w3.th a halo and a white gown, his left 
arm points upwards and his right arm rests on a lectern on which is a scroll. 
Above are two Yorkshire roses and a fleur de lys design as in Window 741. 

On the window cill is a brass plate 60cm - 10cm on a wood plinth 64 - 15 
inscribed in Gothic capitals and lower case, caps and numbers in red others in 
black : To the Glory of God and in memory of two dear sisters / Elizabeth 
Harbord died 28th Nov. 1905, & Catherine Collet Harbord / died 4th March 1911. 

Note. The theme of the two windows 741 and 742 illustrates Christ among the 
doctors. 

3. -

4. 130cm - 45cm.

5. -

6. HARIMAN.

7. -

8. HARBORD FAMILY CIRCA 1912.

10. Holy Trinity Church Records.
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HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. 

748.THE SMITHSON WINDCW.

The window depicts the v1s1on in Rev IV of the elders casting their crown 
the foot of the throne. 

Panel 1. An angel with a halo and arms crossed over the chest in a white g w11 
embroidered with fleur de lys. 

Panel 3. As for panel 1. (both angels look inwards) 

Panel 2. A dove dives downwards with a halo, above is a curtain of red with 
a floral design inset with t� yellow designs with five legs. Behind the dov 
is a blue floral design, below are suns rays reaching through panels 5, 6, 10,

15 and 16. 

Panels 4 and 7. An c11gel in an attitude af prayer with yellow wir.gs, backgromd 
is red. 

Panel 5. An angel (as previously described) plucks at a stringed instrument, 
background is red. 

Panel 6. An angel plays cymbals, background is red. 

Panels 8, 1 3  and 14. Blue backgrmmd inset with six legged emblems (panel 8 
has two emblems, 13 and 14 only one emblem). In panel 8 an angel in a white 
gown blows a trumpet, in panels 13 and 14 the angels have arms outstretched. 

Panel 10. Suns rays m a red background with two yellow si.x legged emblem, one 
either side. 

Panel 12. As for panel 8. 

Panel 17. An angel in an attitude of prayer, there is a six legged emblem on 
a blue ground. 

Panel 18. An ar.gel sits with arms outstretched, two yellcw emblems as in panel 
17 on a blue ground. 

Panel 23. An angel in white with a blue background holds a chair to which 's 
attached c11 incense burner. Behin:i is a ribbon which is in.s:::ribed with the w 1.d 
:- Blessing (in gothic). 

Panel 24. An an(J:!l kneels before a blue l:ackgramd an:i holes an incense bu , 
the ribbon con times from parel 23 with the words : - Glory and Wisdcm and h nk 
and honour. 

Panels 25 and 26. Each has three incense suspended by chains on 
grourrl. In each panel the outer burners have a yellrn floW=r in th h 
chain. 

Panel 27. An angel in white with a blue background plays a lut . 
a ribbon inscribed:- and power and might be unto (gothic all low 

Panel 28. An ar.gel holds an incense burner (similar to panel 23). li 111 

a ril:bon in.scribed :- our God for ever ( cap G in gold other-s whi l 11\ l, • I cw 1 

case). 

co l .•.•. /



748 ..... cont./ 

Panels 29 and 30. An angel hands clasped in prayer. 

Panels 19, 20, 21 and 22. A six legged gold emblem. 

Panel 31. At the bottom of the panel is inscribed in Gothic ( caps and 1 / 
This window is dedicated by Thomas Abbey Smithson some years/churchward 11 

<-------White-----------><-------Gold---------><-----------------Whit
this Church to the Glory of God arrl in memory / of Jane Hepburn his wife wl 
--------------------------------------------><-----Gold----->
12th November 1882 aged 48 years. 
Above are three c11gels with mite robes with. yellow fleur de lys hold anoiul 
vessels and lay their hands on the heads of three kneeling people, a girl w 
a garland af flowers wears a white gown, a bearded man in a red gown and a w , 
in a mauve govn, hesd carered by a shawl. Above is a panel with two angels w I I 
blue wings and yellow halos, one carries two crowns md the other who has a l 1 

design on the cloak carries one crown. Intruding fran the next panel is t Ii 
end of a trumpet. Below this panel is a ribbon inscribed in Gothic ( gold c 
and 1/c ) :- Thou art worthy O Lord. Above is a band of blue design in w v
fonn. Abare this is a band of alternating fleur de lys and jewels with at th 
right hand end a crown. Above is a figure of a man in a red gown with whit 
cloak and �aring a cra,m who plays a harp, behind is a bearded figure in a gown 
with a floral pattern and white sleeves. He has a halo and holds an incense 
burner. On his left hand is a bearde:l man head covered and wearing a blue cl oak 
holding the chain of an ·incense burner. Behind are three figures, one with a 
red gown covered with a patterned white cloak, head covered and with a halo. 
In the centre a bearded figure with a green gown and halo wears a crown. The 
third figure is l::earded wearing a mite gown arrl halo and plays a harp. In the 
background is c11 alternating diagonal blue and red leaf and star pattern. Abare 
is m angel in a whl te gown with a halo holding a ribbm inscribed : - Holy, Holy.
(Gothic white 1/c and gold caps ) 

Panel 32. At the base of the pmel is inscribed : - Also in memory of his father

George Smithson died January 29th 1857 aged 64. 
<-----Gold---->

<-----------White------>

Above four people kneel, three men and a woman in an attitude of prayer. The 
nearest man has a blue gown with a green leafy design, he kneels before a blue 
design in which is a yellow 12 pointed star. On his left hand is a wcrnan who 
wears a cra.m, in a red dress with a green cloak. Behind her is a bearded man 
in a red cloak and behind him is a young man in a purple cloak. Facing th 
kneeling figures are three angels holding anointing vessels their hands on th 
heads of the kneeling figures. They have red halos and are wearing pink o 
green cloaks. The background is a design of blue stars. Above is b 
inscribed in gold (1/c Gothic) :- to recei.ve glory an:l honrur and power.
two angels with blue wings and gold halos on a red ground blow trUIT\P 
extend into panel 31. Above is a band of gold fleur de lys altern 
red and blue gems, above is shown a green tiled floor on which stand 
crowns. 'furee l::earded men with halos, heads covered, kneel . Th n 
wears a white eml:roidered clcak covering a red robe c11d holds an inc n 
The second figure wears a green gown and holds a harp and the thi 
a blue gown and holds c11 inca1Se burner. Behind are three standin 
bearded with gold halos, the left hand figure wears a green gown 
incense burner, the middle figure holds an incense burner chain 
man �ars a blue cloak and holds an incer.se burner. Behin::l stand 2 
Above is a scroll held by a lion with a red halo and blue wing . 
is inscribed in Gothic gold caps and white 1/c :- Holy Holy Holy.

con .... / 



748 ...... cont/. 

Panel 33. At the bot tom of the window is an inscription : - and of his ht \ Ii ,
Richard James died Jan 10 1853 / aged 22 & sisters Elizabeth Kidd died 17 , ii 
<---Gold----> <----Gold---->
1864/ aged 42 & Jane Kidd died 9 January 1860 aged 34. 

<-Gold-->
Above a figure with a golden halo wearing a patterned green gown over a whi 
tunic, kneels holding in the left hand a scroll on which is inscribed:- wri
blessed are the dead which die in the Lord. In the figure's left hand is 
quil 1 pen. Behind the scroll is an eagle with golden wings and a purple body. 
Behind stands a central figure with a white cloak and white tunic with golden 
wings and a purple halo with right hand upraised and left ann holding a staff 
or wend. Above is a central figure with both hands holdin:J a staff with celtic 
cross. Behind the figure a scroll continues from the previous panel inscribed 
in gold : - for th:m. The geieral background to there figures is red with a six 
pointed star pattern (as in :Erevious panels). Above there is a blue frieze (as 
before) and above this is a frieze of gold fleur de lys which is interspersed 
with alternate red and blue circles. Above is a figure of Christ on a throne 
wearing a white gown with a pattern of crosses. The halo is blue surrounded 
with white with a three rayed nimbus superirrq,osed with crosses crosslet on the 
anns. Above a choir of seven red angels above which is an incense burner. 

Panel 34. At the bottom is inscribed :- And of his uncle Tromas Abbey Alderman/
<---Gold--->

of thi.s Borough vho die:i 11th April 1875 aged 80 / arrl James Abbey died 16 March 
<--Gold-->

1856 aged 56. 
Above is a group of three kneeling women who are being blessed by three angels 
with red halos. Behind the three women are two kneeling chi 1 dren. The near t 
woman has a wine coloured patterned gown and long golden hair. The small 
child has a blue gown with a gold sash. The next child has a red cloak wi h 
an ermine cape. The next woman has a purple gown with the left ann round th 
child with the cape. She wears a white head dress. The last woman wear 
green cloak with a white head dress. The three angels are dressed in gr 
white and l:rown gowns with red halos and gold wings. In their left hand 
hold a covered chalice. The general background is blue with a pattern o 
pointed stars. Above is an inscription continued from the previous pan 1 
gold) :- hast created all things and for him.
Above are two angels with blue and gold wings blowing horns which ext 
the panel 35. Arove m a green tiled flocr is a gold crown and alDve is 

-of six men. The nearer is kneeling and is dressed in a pale green cl 
carries a gold harp, his head is covered by a white cloth. On his ' h 1 l 
is a kneeling figire in a blte cloak with a white cloak over his head, h h ld. 
a chain in his 1 ef t hand attached to an incense burner supported by ht h 
hand. On his right hcnd kneels a figure in a white _cloak. Behirrl h ll l w t Ii 
the harp stands a man in a green cloak holding the chain of an in 1. l tn 11 ,

in both harrls. On his right hand stands a man in a white cloak h l li 1 111 li 1 

hand an incense hlrner. On his right hand stands a man in a bl u 1 ll. A I I 
have gold halos. Above are two red angels. Above a scroll c nl I 1 •11 
panel 32 inscribed in gold caps and white 1/c :- Holy Holy Holy.
winged goat with varied coloured wings and with a halo. 

Panel 35. At the bot tom of the pcnel is inscribed :- And of hi
<----Wh

Abbey died 13 Jan / 1870 aged 78 al 1 of whan are buried in / th 
----x-------------------------------- White------------------

Spring Bank Hull. 
----------------> 

nl .... / 
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Above the pmel depicts four kneeling figures l::eing blessed In the foreground 
is a man in a brown cl CB.k, a child in a bl 'I.E dress, a w:::rnan in a green dress with 
white head shawl with left haid around tre child. 'fue fourth figure is bearded 
and has a wine coloured cloak with hands cla�ed in pr�er. Behirrl three angels 
with gold wings aid red halos support in left hand a censer and right hand out
stretched to the kneeling figures. 
The general background is blue with a pattern of six pointed stars. Above is 
continued the scroll f ran the previous panel inscribed : - pleasure the y are and 
were created. Below this inscription in smaller script is rev iv.ii. 
The ends of the two trurrpets protru:ie fran the prerious panel. Above ho angels 
in white gowns, white halos and blue wings each support a crown. The upper 
panel shows six men all bearded with golden halos. The three front figures 
kneel, one in a green patterred gown, to his left hand one in a white patterned 
gown and to his right hand ore in a wine col cured gom. 'Ihe two nearer figures 
hold incense burners and the one in the wine coloured gown holds a harp. The 
other three stand at tre rear, the right hand figure has a white gown with hands 
outstretched. The centre figure has a blue gown and holds an incense burner. 
The right hand figure wears a green gown and holds an incense burner. The 
general background is red with six pointed stars. Above the scroll fran the 
previous pmels continues inscribed :- Holy Holy Holy sunnounte:l b y  a white eagle 
with green wings and a gold halo on a blue ground with a six pointed star. 

2. -

3. -

4. -

5. -

6. -

7. -

8. THCMAS ABBEY SMITHSON.

9. -

10. 1Iol y Trinit y Church Records.

11. -
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HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL . WINDCWS 

714. MILNER MEMORIAL WINDCW . S.TRANSEPT

The theme of this window is THE TAKING DCWN FROM THE CROSS.

Panel 1. Mary of Clecphas in a decorated yellow dress stands behind and holding 
the Virgin Mary mo has a blte halo and is dressed in red with a blue and green 
cloak. Behind is a multi coloured sky of blue streaked with a yellow and red. 

Panel 2. At the LH kneeling and holding the right hand of Christ is Mary 
Magdalene . In front of Christ and holding hi.s body stands Nicodemus dressed 
in a red cloak. The body of Chdst has bare ams, the hands show the nail holes 
and on the head is a crown of thorns. Above leaning over the cross is Joseph 
of Arimathea. helping to lower the b:>dy of Christ. At the head of the cross are 
the letters INR . Behind the sky is streaked as in Panel 1. 

Panel 3. St. Joln stands in a blue gown with a red cloak with outstretched arms 
assisting to Iowa:- the body of Christ. Behind him stands Salome in a blue gown 
with green cloak with her hands clasped . Behind the sky is streaked with cola.1r 
as in Panels 1 & 2. 

On the frame below panel 2 is a brass plaque 380mn - l0Omn inscribed in black 
roman caps and with a red border: TO THE GLORY OF GOD AND IN MEMORY OF/ MARY 
ANNE, WIFE OF THE LATE GEORGE MILNER/ OF LISTER ST. THESE '!WO WINDCWS WERE 

ERECTED/ BY HER DAUGHTERS. SEPTEMBER 1899. 

2. -

3. Circa 1899.

4. 174cm - 157cm.

5. -

6. SPARRCW.

7. -

8. DAUGHTERS OF MARY ANNE MILNER / SEPT 1899.

10. HOLY TRINITY CHURCH RECORDS .



HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINDCWS 

715. MILNER MEMORIAL WINDCW. S.TRANSEPT

The theme of this window is THE ENTCMBMENT.

Panel 1. At the base is a recoration of leaves and flowers. Mary of Cleophas 
kneels in a red cloak with a blue headdress, behind stands Mary Magdalene in a 
purple dress with a green cloak, long golden hair hangs down her back and her 
left hand is raised to the sky. Behind are trees and foliage and a dark blue 
sky. 

Panel 2. At the base are leaves and flowers. St. John with a green halo and 
wead.ng a red cloak stands lowering the body of Christ. Behind, the Virgin Mary 
with a blue halo with six stars and wearing a red cloak stoops to hold the head 
of Christ. At the rear is Joseph of Arimathea in a green cloak. Behind is 
an apple tree. There is a dark blue sky with a full moon. 

Panel 3. Nicodemus stands in a red cloak with head covered helping to lower 
the body of Christ. Behind Nicodemus with hands covering her face is Salome. 
Behirrl is an oranJe tree and on the skyline are three crosses seen with a white 
background against a dark sky. 

On the frame below Panel 2 is a brass plaque similar to that below 714. 

2. -

3. Circa 1899.

4. 174cm - 157cm.

5. -

6. SPARRCW.

7. -

8. DAUGHTERS OF MARY ANNE MILNER / SEPT 1899.

10. HOLY TRINITY CHURCH RECORDS.
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HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WI�S 

713.DAVID LCMSCM MEMORIAL WI�. S.TRANSEPI'

( 

Panel 2. Christ enthroned holding a book with the letters Alpha and Qnega on 
the covers. The figure is surmounted by a crown. On the LH side is a figure 
playing an organ and on the RH is a figure playing a harp. 

Panels 1 and 3. White border with a red centre. 

Panels 4 and 5. White border with red centre with a star. 

Main Panels. (All figures in the main panels are depicted in decorated 
canopies.) 

Panel 6. At the bottan is an inscription in Rcman Capitals: TO. THE GLORY. 
OF. GJD & • IN . MEMORY . / ERECTED BY . THE . MEDICAL . PROFESSION . OF . THIS/ 
(letters in white except for GLORY OF GOD which is in gold). 
Above in a decorated tabernacle is a seated figure of an angel with yellow halo 
and blue wings and playing a lyre. Above a male figure in a white gown with 
blue cloak kneels and behind stand a group comprising a nurse leading a blind 
man with a male and female figure behind them. Behind these figures are four 
symbolic trees bearing fruit. Abo.re is a cancpy enclosing a half length figure 
with a halo holding a wooden cross. 

Panel 7. At the bottom is an inscription OF . DAVID . LCMSON . M.D. WHO . 
DIED . 15/ CITY . & • NEIGHBOURHOOD . HONOUR . A .  PHYSICIAN (letters in white 
except David Lawson; honour; a physician which are in gold.) 
Above is a figure in a decorated canopy holding a banner inscribed with Gothic 
lette:-s : WHO WENT ABOUI' DOING G<DD. The figure holding th: ba.nner is an an�l 
in a white gown with a halo and red wings. 
Above is the standing figure of Christ with outstretched arms and a halo. He 
stands on a field of flowers with a background of trees. 
Above is a figure of an angel with halo and holding a folded cloth which hangs 
down in front. 

Panel 8. At the bottan is an inscription MAK:H 1907 . ACED . 57 . YR3 . THIS 
WINDCW WAS . / FCR OF '1HE . M)ST . HIGH . ca-1MEI'H . HEALING . (1 et ters in white 
except for; For of the most high corrmeth healing; in gold.) 
Above an angel with blue wings dres.sed in white with a purple cloak plays a lyre. 
Above is an old man with a stick, a woman with a child and three other figures 
(two female and one male) to complete the group. Behind are symbolic trees. 
Above is an angel in a white gown holding a wooden cross. 

2/3. -

4. 640cm - 254cm.

5. HERBERT DAVIS / A.L. WARD.

6. A.L. WARD.

7. -

8. THE MEDICAL FACULTY OF HULL, possibly 1908.

10. HOLY TRINITY CHURCH RECORDS.
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701.KITCHING WAR MEMORIAL WI�. S.CHOIR AISLE, E.END.

. 

Panel 1. A blue ground with a white border and 3 white stars. 

Panel 2. An angel with brom wings and green robe carries a ribbon inscribed: 
LOVE. 

Panel 3. As for panel 1. 

Panel 4. An angel with brom wings and green robe carries a ribbon inscribed: 
JOY. 

Panel 5. 

Panel 6. 

Panel 7. 

As for panel 4 but the ribbon inscribed: PEACE. 

As for panel 4 but the ribbon inscribed: LONG SUFFERING. 

As for panel 4 but the ribbon inscribed: GENTLENESS. 

Panel 8. An angel with red wings and green robe carries a shield on which is 
depicted a gold buckled belt. 

Panel 9. 

Panel 10. 

Panel 11. 

As for panel 4 but the ribbon inscribed: GOODNESS. 

An angel with brown wings and green robe with hands outstretched. 

As for panel 4 but the ribbon inscribed: FAITH. 

Panel 12. An angel with red wings and green robe carries a shield on which is 
depicted a gold cross pattee. 

Panel 13. An angel with red/gold wings and green robe carries a ribbon 
inscribed: TAKE. 

Panel 14. As for panel 13 but the ribbon inscribed: UNTO YOU.

Panel 15. As for panel 4 but the ribbon inscribed: MEEKNESS.

Panel 16. As for panel 4 but the ribbon inscribed: TEMPERANCE. 

Panel 17. As for panel 13 but the ribbon inscribed: WHOLE.

Panel 18. As for panel 13 but the ribbon inscribed: ARMOUR. 

Panel 19. Very dark blue glass. 

Panel 20. Very dark blue glass. 

Panel 21. Very dark blue glass. 

Panel 22. Very dark blue glass. 

Panel 23. An angel with red wings and green robe carries a shield on which is 
depid::ed a gold cross i;attee. There is a dark blue background bearing a single 
star on the RH side. 

Panel 24. As for panel 23 but the shield depicts two winged shoes in gold. 
There is a dark blue background bearing a single star on the LH side. 

cont .... / 
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Panel 25. 

Panel 26. 

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, HULL. WINDCMS 

An angel with gold wings and a green robe with left hand raised. 

As for panel 25 but RH raised. 

Panel 27. An angel with red/gold wings and green robe holds a shield on which 
is depicted a gold helmet with visor open. There is a dark blue background. 

Panel 28. As for panel 27 the shield depicts a gold sword. 

Panel 29. A dark blue ground over which is a ribbon inscribed THE. 

Panel 30. A dark blue ground over which is a ribbon inscribed OF GOD. 

Panel 31. At the base is a border ( this crosses the whole window ) . In the 
LH comer an angel in a brown/yellow robe kneels holding the end of a scroll. 
The scroll contains three lines of writing all in capitals. The top line 
canprises 3 gold oak leaves. The second line IN THANKFUL. The third line WHO 
LAID. Above, within a decorated border of vines, is a scene depicting a 
shipwreck. A dreadnought stands to whilst two bluejackets in a rowing boat 
resct.E three droWling rren whose fishing srrack is seen to be foundering. Above 
this scene a panel depicts two angels in white/pink robes and blue green wings 
holding between them a laurel wreath within which is depicted in gold a s:rip with 
a single square sail. The background is of pale blue and green. Above is a 
larger panel in which three drildren dance barefoot on grass strewn with plants 
and flowers. Tre LH child ras a purple dress, the rriddle one a brown and gold 
dress and the RH one a wine coloured dress. Behind the children stand three 
women, the LH wcrnan wears a blue gown and plays a harp, next to her the worran 
is dressed in red and plays a flute and on her left the worran has a red dress 
with a blue cloak and holds a silver statuette of a winged angel. Above the 
heads of the ,;.anen flies an angel with red/yellow wings and a green cloak playing 
a trlllTlpet. 

Panel 32. At the bottom of the winda., are three lines of imcription as before, 
the first line reads Nor UNTO US O LORD, the second line REMEMBRANCE OF THE and 
the third line IXWN THEIR LIVES IN. Above, within the decorated border of oak 
leaves, is a scene depicting a knight on horseback slaying with his lance a 
knight who is laid on the ground with sword lowered and holding a shield with 

green dragon enblen within a red border. The knight on horseback wears a gold 
helmet and a purple cloak, on the horse's back is a gold cloth. The horse is 
b own. Seen behind the horse's head is the front of a tank from the 1914-18 
w r, on the front of the tank is written MT 9901. Above this panel is a panel 
n which two angels with red wings and green cloaks hold between them a laurel 

w ath which cmtains a circular gold plcque m which is depicted crossed swords, 
oints uppennost. There is a light coloured background of white and yellow 

ss simulating rays of light. Above is a larger panel, in the foreground is 
rran barefoot arrl wearing a blue tunic rolding a loll] bar who kneels struggling 

lo move a heavy object, possibly a gun barrel. Behind, three men stand by an 
nvil. The LH rran bareheaded has a brown cloak and holds a hamrer. On his 

t. l rran holds a harrmer above his head ready to strike and on his LH a rran in 
l own cloak holds the work on the anvil. Behind the heads of the three men 

I 1 an angel with red/gold wings and a blue cloak playing a trlllTlpet. 

cont .... / 
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701. .... /cont.

Panel 33. At the bottom of the window is inscribed: BUT UNTO THY NAME/SELF 
SACRIFICE OF THOSE/DEFENCE OF THEIR (top line gold, others black). Above an 
ornamental border is depicted an angel with red/gold wings, a white halo and 
white/gold robe and a gold gown holding a scroll inscribed in gold on a white 
groun:l 1914-1918. Above is a group of three i;.omen, one kneels in a blue gown with 
gold cloak, head covera:i with a blue head:lress and her hands are clasped and she 
1 ooks upwards. On her LH stands a wanen in s,andal s in a blue gown and dark blue 
cloak with anns outstretched looking upwards. Behind these two stands a woman 
holding a trident in her RH, with a yellow dress and red cloak with a brown 
helmet on her head and left arm upraised. Above is a multi coloured cloud on 
which stand; the figure of the Lord holding a gi:-een laurel wreath in his LH, his 
right arm upr aised in blessing, his hand showing the nail hole. He wears a 
silver coloured gown and cloak and is slnwn with a 3 rayed nmus with pink ams. 
Behind, the rays of the sun surround the nimbus and in the sun's rays is 
inscribed the word: JUSTICE. 

Panel 34. At the bottom is inscribed: GIVE GLORY (followed by 2 oak 
leaves)/CITIZENS OF KINGSTCN - /COUN'IRY IN THE WAR (top line gold, others black). 
Above is a panel bordered by a design of oak leaves and acorns. The panel 
depicts in a landscape of fields and trees a woman seated on the ground holding 
a child. The woman wears a purple gown and her right arm is over her head, 
she is looking UI;Mards. The child clings to its mother in fright. In the sky 
is a biplane with crosses on the fuselage followed by a secorrl similar aeropla.re. 
Above is a panel with two angels holding a wreath (as in 31/32). The wreath 
encircles a golden eagle. The LH angel has purple wings, the RH blue wings. 
Above is a scene in which a woman kneels before another woman who lays on the 
grourrl, her LH holds a posy of flowers above a lamb which stands at the RH side 
of tre panel. 'fue kneeling woman wears a blue cloak, has long hair and no head 
dress. Above at LH is a bearded man in a purple gown, in his LH is a scroll. 
Opposite him on the RH of the panel stands a bearded man in a multi coloured 
cl oak clasping his hands. In the background on RH stands a woman in a green 
gown holdiIJJ a staff arrl on her RH stands a bearded rran in a yellow gown holding 
a shepherd's crook. Above an angel blows a trumpet (as in panel 32). 

Panel 35. At the bottom is inscribed: (top line 3 oak leaves in gold)/ UPON 
HULL/ 1914-1918 ./ The scrbll containing the three lines of inscription ends 
and in the corner of the winchw is an aIJJel similar to the one in the LH corner 
of Pc11el 31 holding the scroll. Above is a panel iraide a border of oak leaves 
and a::::orns depicting a nurse kneeling in a red gown and white headscarf tending 
a wounded man who kneels before her. The nurse holds a bowl in her RH into 
which a bearded man, who stands behind pours liquid from a flask in his RH. 
The man is dressed in a red robe. His LH supports tre kneeling mm' s shoulder. 
Behirrl there is a dark blue $'.Y. Above is a panel wi. th tw:> angels ( as in Panel 
34 ) both with red wings and holding a wreath encircling a gold cross in the 
centre of wrich is a gold heart. Above is a s::ene in whim a woman distributes 
food to two standing children and a kneeling man. The LH child with long blond 
hair is dressed in a green gown and a red shaw 1 and reaches upwards . On her 
RH a smaller child barefoot in a yellow gown holds out his hands. At the RH 

man in a blue cloak holding a staff in his RH kneels with hands upraised. 
n the centre a woman in a gold gown with red cloak and white head dress. In 

r RH she holds a loaf of bread and her left arm supports a basket of apples 
d grapes. Ch either side of her starrls a bearced man both wearing blue cl oaks. 
ove is an angel blowing a trumpet (similar to previous panels). 

cont. ... / 
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701. .... /cont.

2. -

3. Circa 1932.

4. 700cm. - 480cm.

5/6. JAMES BALLANTINE. F.S.A. EDINBURGH.

7. -

8. Bequest of W.H. KITCHING (died 1930) of Barrow on Humber.

10. Holy Trinity Church Records.
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